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Using a collection of expressed sequence tag (EST) data,
we re-evaluated the correlation of tissue specificity with
genomic structure, phyletic age, evolutionary rate and
promoter architecture of human genes. We found that
housekeeping genes are less compact and older than
tissue-specific genes, and they evolve more slowly in
terms of both coding and core promoter sequences.
Housekeeping genes primarily use CpG-dependent core
promoters, whereas the majority of tissue-specific genes
possess neither CpG-islands nor TATA-boxes in their
core promoters.
Expressed sequence tag–based evidence
Housekeeping (HK) genes are ubiquitously expressed in all
tissue and cell types and constitute the basal transcrip-
tome for the maintenance of basic cellular functions. Par-
titioning transcriptomes into HK and tissue-specific (TS)
genes and characterizing the two groups of genes in terms
of their genomic structure, phyletic age, evolutionary rate
and transcriptional regulation are fundamental to under-
stand human transcriptomes. Many studies have revealed
the structural [1,2], evolutionary [3,4] and promoter fea-
tures of HK genes [5,6], but they were largely based on
microarray data that tend to underestimate the number of
human HK genes [7]. On the basis of publicly available
expressed sequence tag (EST) data, we found that a large
fraction (40%) of currently-annotated genes are universally
expressed [7]. Here we used an EST-based estimate of
expression breadth – the number of tissues in which a
gene is expressed – to re-evaluate the nature of tissue
specificity. We confirmed that HK genes are in general
highly expressed [2] and evolve slower in coding sequence
(CDS) [3] compared with TS genes. However, our analyses
cast doubt on previous observations that HK genes have
more compact structure [1,2] and reduced promoter con-
servation [6] than TS genes. In addition, we showed that
HK genes are in general older than TS genes and have very
distinct core promoter architecture.

Gene structure
We investigated the breath of expression for 17 288 human
RefSeq loci [downloaded from NCBI (June 18, 2007
update)] across 18 human tissues (Ref. [7]; Supplementary
Methods), and definedHK andTS genes as those expressed
in all 18 tissues and in only 1 tissue, respectively. We
observed that genes’ length parameters are positively
correlated with expression breadth (Figure 1a). The
medians of genomic, transcript and CDS lengths are
28.8, 2.8 and 1.4 kb for HK genes and 7.2, 1.6 and 1.0 kb
for TS genes, respectively (Table 1); all length parameters
of HK genes are significantly longer than those of TS genes
(Wilcoxon test, P < 2.2 � 10�16). Moreover, HK genes tend
to have a greater number of exons (median of 11) than TS
genes (median of 4; Wilcoxon test, P < 2.2 � 10 �16). These
observations contradict previous microarray-based results
that a selection for compactness makes the lengths of
intron, untranslated region (UTR) and CDS in HK genes
shorter than those in non-HK genes [1,2].

Theselection for compactness inHKgeneswasconsistent
with the ‘selection for economy’ hypothesis – highly
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Figure 1. Relationships among gene parameters. (a) The genomic length, (b) expression level, (c) Ka/Ks ratio of coding sequence (CDS) and (d) sequence divergence of core

promoter are shown as box-plot for genes in each expression breadth group. The boxes depict data between the 25th and 75th percentiles with central horizontal lines

representing the median values; extreme values are indicated by dots outside the boxes. Total genes (blue boxes) and microarray-defined housekeeping (HK) genes [1] (red

boxes) are also plotted for comparison. Genomic length and expression level are positively correlated with expression breadth, whereas Ka/Ks ratio in CDS and the number

of substitutions per site in core promoter are negatively correlated [(a) Spearman r = 0.166; (b) Spearman r = 0.855; (c) Spearman r = �0.264; (d) Spearman r = �0.078; all

P < 2.2 � 10�16]. (e) Genes are classified into five phyletic categories approximately representing different evolutionary origins: (i) mammalian-specific, conserved in human

(Hs) only; (ii) vertebrate-specific, conserved in human and zebrafish (Dr) but not in other species; (iii) conserved in human, zebrafish and fly (Dm) but not in other species;

(iv) metazoan-specific, conserved in human, zebrafish, fly and nematode (Ce) but not in yeast (Sc) and (v) eukaryote-specific, conserved in all five organisms. The fractions

of each category are plotted over expression breadths, showing that widely expressed genes are in general older than specifically expressed genes. (f) Genes are classified

into four groups according to their CpG/TATA content in core promoter, and the fractions of each group are plotted over expression breadths. A majority of widely

expressed genes use CpG-dependent core promoters, but most specifically expressed genes have neither CpG-islands nor TATA-boxes.
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expressedgenes are subjected to intron shortening to reduce
the energy burden of transcription [8]. We confirmed that
expression level is positively correlated with expression
breadth [2] (Figure 1b); the medians of expression level
forHKandTS genes are 91.4 and 1.3 transcripts permillion
(TPM), respectively (Table 1). However, the negative corre-
lation between expression level and length parameters is
482
actually nonlinear. Although highly expressed genes are
rarely large, poorly expressed genes show a broad range of
variations in gene length (Supplementary Figure S1).
Expression level is thus not a meaningful predictor for gene
length. Indeed, this negative correlation does not exist in
yeasts [9], flies [10] and plants [11]. Genes in these species
are almost onemagnitude shorter than those in human and



Table 1. Gene parameters for HKa and TS genes

Gene parametersb TS genes (n = 885) HK genes (n = 3140) Total genes (n = 17 288) MA HK genesc (n = 567)

Genomic length (bp) 7191 (29 113.0) 28 792 (49 945.9) 23 541 (59 964.1) 11 555 (24 867.3)

Transcript length (bp) 1601 (1846.1) 2801 (3363.2) 2517 (3048.4) 1807 (2148.1)

CDS length (bp) 963 (1190.6) 1380 (1833.4) 1314 (1722.5) 978 (1231.6)

Number of exons 4 (5.6) 11 (13.1) 8 (10.9) 8 (9.4)

Expression level (TPM)d 1.3 (3.6) 91.4 (188.9) 25.3 (61.0) 157.5 (369.5)

Ka/Ks ratio 0.17 (0.21) 0.06 (0.09) 0.10 (0.13) 0.04 (0.07)

Promoter divergencee 0.35 (0.35) 0.29 (0.29) 0.31 (0.31) 0.29 (0.29)
aHK, housekeeping; TS, tissue specific; MA, microarray; TPM, transcripts per million.
bMedian and mean values (in parentheses) of gene parameters are shown.
cPrevious MA-defined HK genes [1].
dOriginal expressed sequence tag counts in non-normalized cDNA libraries are converted into transcripts per million.
eThe number of substitutions per site in the [�100, +100] core promoter of human-mouse orthologs is calculated by using PAML package.
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other vertebrates (data not shown); therefore, the selection
on gene length for economymight only act on the extremely
large genes [12,13].

In general, we observed that TS genes are expressed at
lower level and are shorter thanHK genes (Supplementary
Figure S1a). We found that many moderately expressed
large genes, although defined as HK genes by EST data,
were not categorized as HK genes by previous microarray
data [1] (Supplementary Figure S1b). It is this false-nega-
tive detection of HK genes that leads to an underestimate
of HK gene length in microarray data. Studies using
updated microarray data also proposed a ‘genome design’
model – genes with the intermediate expression breadth
have the maximal length because of greater functional and
regulatory complexity – to explain the relationship be-
tween tissue specificity and gene length [2,14]. However,
this model was recently challenged by the observation that
HK genes are longer than narrowly expressed genes with
similar expression levels [15].

Evolutionary features
The coding sequences of HK genes are thought to evolve
more slowly than those of TS genes [3]. The Ka/Ks ratios,
calculated from 14 961 human–mouse orthologs, are nega-
tively correlated with expression breadth (Figure 1c), con-
sistent with previous observations. Moreover, we observed
that the sequence divergences of [�100, +100] core pro-
moters are also negatively correlated with expression
breadth (Figure 1d). The numbers of substitutions per site
in HK gene promoters (median of 0.29) are significantly
lower than that in TS gene promoters (median of 0.35;
Wilcoxon test, P < 2.2 � 10�16; Table 1) These obser-
vations implied that purifying selection acts on both
CDS and core promoters of HK genes. A recent study
reported that distant promoters of HK genes showed
reduced sequence conservation compared with those of
TS genes [6], but understanding the evolution of distant
promoter requires a clear knowledge of the complex mech-
anism of transcriptional regulation, which remains largely
unknown for most human genes.

It has been reported that ancient genes tend to be
universally expressed [4]. To validate if HK genes are,
on average, older than TS genes, we compiled orthologs
among five organisms, Homo sapiens, Danio rerio, Droso-
phila melanogaster, Caenorhabditis elegans and Sacchar-
omyces cerevisiae. We classified 15 501 (89.7% of total)
human genes into five major categories according to their
phyletic distribution (Figure 1e and Supplementary Table
S1). The phyletic categories approximate the age of genes;
the more diverged species genes are conserved in, the more
ancient they are. We found that universally expressed
genes in general are more ancient in origin compared with
specifically expressed genes (Figure 1e); 54.5% of HK genes
originate before the separation of vertebrate lineage in
contrast to 5.4% of TS genes, whereas only 11.6% of HK
genes are unique to mammals in contrast to 70.8% of TS
genes. Interestingly, genes conserved between human and
zebrafish but not others (vertebrate-specific) are more
prevalent in genes with moderate tissue specificity and
deficient in both HK and TS genes. These observations are
consistent with previous reports that ancient genes are
longer and evolve slower [16].

Promoter architecture
TATA-box and CpG-island are two of the most-character-
ized promoter features related to tissue specificity [5].
TATA-box is thought to be absent in HK genes [17],
whereas CpG-island covers the transcription start sites
of most HK genes [18]. We classified 16 585 (95.9% of total)
human genes according to the presence and absence of
CpG-island and TATA-box in the core promoter. We found
that CpG+/TATA�, CpG�/TATA�, CpG�/TATA+ and
CpG+/TATA+ genes constitute 58.0, 31.4, 6.7 and 3.9%
of the total, respectively. The fraction of CpG+/TATA�
genes is positively correlated with expression breadth,
whereas those of CpG�/TATA� and CpG�/TATA+ are
negatively correlated. Surprisingly, CpG+/TATA+ genes
appear equally prevalent in all expression breadth groups
as if occurring randomly (Figure 1f). More than three
quarters (78.7%) of HK genes predominantly have a
CpG+/TATA� core promoter, whereas TS genes show less
preference; 60.2, 19.2 and 17.7% are associated with
CpG�/TATA�, CpG+/TATA� and CpG�/TATA+ core pro-
moters, respectively. The majority of TS genes possess
neither CpG-islands nor TATA-boxes in their core promo-
ters. Further molecular experiments are necessary to elu-
cidate the mechanism of transcription initiation specific to
TS genes.

CpG-islands typically have multiple GC-boxes bound by
the transcription factor SP1, and GC-boxes coupled with
Inr elements can initiate transcription in the absence of
TATA-box [19]. These observations implied that CpG-de-
pendent core promoters (62% of total genes) represent a
more general mechanism of transcription initiation, and
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TATA-dependent initiation (11% of total genes) is the
exception rather than the rule [20,21]. Moreover, we
observed that the fractions of different core promoter types
vary gradually among expression breadth groups. Such
promoter diversity implied that different types of core
promoters might have evolved as functional equivalents
to position the transcription machinery [22].

Concluding remarks
Structural and expression parameters concerning gene
organization, expression rate, tissue specificity and regu-
lation are correlated to variable extents and convey import-
ant information on gene and genome evolution [23,24].
Based on thorough analyses of the public expressed
sequence tag data, we re-evaluated some of these
parameters related to tissue specificity and compared
them with previous results that were largely based on
microarray data. We confirmed some relationships, such
as the positive and negative correlations of tissue speci-
ficity with Ka/Ks ratio and expression level, respectively.
However, our results contradicted some of the previous
findings: (i) Housekeeping (HK) genes are less, not more,
compact than tissue-specific (TS) genes. The genomic,
transcript and coding sequence (CDS) lengths, as well as
the number of exons, are all greater inHK genes than in TS
genes. (ii) HK genes have enhanced, not reduced, sequence
conservation in the core promoter region comparedwith TS
genes. Therefore, purifying selection acts on both CDS and
core promoters of HK genes. We also demonstrated that
HK genes are more ancient than TS genes. More than one
half of the HK genes originated before the divergence of
vertebrate lineage, but only 5% of TS genes did. Further-
more, we showed that a majority of HK genes use CpG-
dependent core promoters, whereas only a minority of TS
genes uses TATA-dependent core promoters, and most of
themhave neither CpG-islands nor TATA-boxes in the core
promoters. These observations highlight the distinct role of
HK genes in forming the basal human transcriptome and
have important implications for understanding the cell-
specific transcriptomes in multicellular organisms.
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